WHAT SHOULD THIS CARTOON BE NAMED?
A Prize of $2 will be given to the reader who makes best suggestion

SOONERS' GRAB NEVADA GOLD

Best Gold Claims Go To Strongest and Most Unscrupulous
As Usual.

Thriving, New, Oct. 30.—[Special.1] The so-called "Sooner," or any other name, is still the catch word of the times. In the mining districts of the country there are scores of mines that are being worked under the guise of "Sooner" claims, and which are little more than frauds. The Sooner system is a fraud that has been practiced for years, and which has been thoroughly investigated by the government. The Sooner system is a fraud that has been practiced for years, and which has been thoroughly investigated by the government.

LOOKS LIKE HEART
Stove Vet Showed his Strength.

Stovel Vet. (New York, Oct. 30.—[Special.1] Stovel Vet. has shown his strength in the recent battle of the New York Stock Exchange. The veteran has been at the head of the bull market for the past few weeks, and has shown that he is not afraid to fight when the market is against him. The Stovel Vet. has shown his strength in the recent battle of the New York Stock Exchange.

DIE Rgers' Choice

HUNGRY GIRLS ARE LOST

German Greats Visit Women's Rights in Study by Instruction Wages.

Proudhon's girls, who have been brought to France by the women's rights movement, have been given an opportunity to study the question of instruction wages. The women's rights movement in France has been successful in getting the government to grant instruction wages to the girls. The women's rights movement in France has been successful in getting the government to grant instruction wages to the girls.

HORSE SHOW

MUST HAVE BEEN TRULY GRAND


$1.000,000 WORTH OF GEMS DISPLAYED

And the Peer Old Working Class Who Produced Every Atom of this Gorgeous- ness, etc., Was It A Pea? Agree Present? NIX.

Mr. Thos. R. N., of the great city of Chicago, has been heard to say: "The Peer Old Working Class Who Produced Every Atom of this Gorgeous- ness, etc., Was It A Pea? Agree Present? NIX."

BIG STORES OWN TRUETH OF CHARGES

Managers Can Point to Not One Misstatement Made by Chicago Daily Socialist.

The FAIR WANTS US TO SHUT UP

But we won't until conditions are made more tolerable for the fair employees.

"You say you are a gang of responsible people, and that the best way to shut up the Socialists is to answer their attacks. You then turn around and get the same results over again."—Rev. Mr. Jacob House, of the Fair, to Chicago Daily Socialist.

"You say you are a gang of responsible people, and that the best way to shut up the Socialists is to answer their attacks. You then turn around and get the same results over again."—Rev. Mr. Jacob House, of the Fair, to Chicago Daily Socialist.
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POWER OF SILENT PRESS

By Conventions, Capitalist Baffles Persuade Council in Chicago Building Laws for Final Building.

The Chicago Daily Socialist

The Chicago Daily Socialist

PIPE DREAMS OF WASHINGTON JINGLES

Trying to Stir up Military Spirit with the Japanese Navy.

The Chicago Daily Socialist

The Chicago Daily Socialist

ORDER DAY'S PAPER NOW
"AN EYE FOR AN EYE" by G. S. DARROW

The Story of a Condemned Man's Last Night on Earth.

[Text continues on the page]
What Well Dressed Women Wear

[Image: A page from a newspaper article titled "What Well Dressed Women Wear." The image contains text and illustrations related to fashion and clothing, but the specific content is not fully visible due to the image resolution.]

MRS. EDDIE DRIVERS

[Image: A page from a newspaper article titled "MRS. EDDIE DRIVERS." The image contains text and illustrations related to a person named Mrs. Eddie Drivers, possibly discussing a political or social topic.]

STRIKE BREAKERS QUIT AT HOMESTEAD

[Image: A page from a newspaper article titled "STRIKE BREAKERS QUIT AT HOMESTEAD." The image contains text and illustrations related to a strike or labor dispute, possibly involving a Homestead event.]

"I WILL GO TO GIBBET FIRST" SAYS HAYWOOD

[Image: A page from a newspaper article titled ""I WILL GO TO GIBBET FIRST" SAYS HAYWOOD." The image contains text and illustrations related to a statement by a person named Haywood, possibly discussing his intentions or beliefs.]

SOCIALIST CAMPAIGN HUMANS

[Image: A page from a newspaper article titled "SOCIALIST CAMPAIGN HUMANS." The image contains text and illustrations related to a campaign or political activity, possibly focusing on human figures or volunteers.]

MINERS COMING IN

[Image: A page from a newspaper article titled "MINERS COMING IN." The image contains text and illustrations related to miners or mining activities, possibly discussing their movement or presence.]

$30,000,000 BABY DEAD

[Image: A page from a newspaper article titled "$30,000,000 BABY DEAD." The image contains text and illustrations related to a significant monetary figure, possibly indicating a large financial or economic context.]
Will the Capitalist Be Compensated?

Before the present owners of the earth can sell the question of what to do with the great mass of the people who have no help to do the great work of the world, they must first be able to compensate the workers for the long years of toil and task, for the countless millions that have been taken from them to pay raw, rent, and profit and privilege to the idle few.

On a question of justice as everything can be said for the compensation on the present civilization than could be said for the existence of the slave system, for the crime of the task.

Each person, however, pays taxes based to remunerate justice.

Each person, however, pays taxes based to remunerate justice.

Each person, however, pays taxes based to remunerate justice.

Each person, however, pays taxes based to remunerate justice.

Each person, however, pays taxes based to remunerate justice.

If the North had chosen the method of compensation as a tax on the idle and unburied, it would certainly have raised more than slaves, and in the name of justice, slave owners to recover their funds to the bodies of the dead.

In a country where every man can work for himself, and the tax on the property for the purpose of stopping exploitation, it goes without saying that no one will be permitted to annex trains of instruments of exploitation.

Women's Work Wasteful
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